
School Name What makes a successful K-5 elementary school? What ideas can we come up with to ensure all our K-5 elementary schools are 

sustainable over time?

Fort Langley adequate funding

remembering connections to family school high school (we want people to take 

pride in moving forward together). It's a continuation of what has been started. 

Not separate entities

culture- tradition, engaging families, spirt days, assemblies

mentoring peers

adequate funding

establishing culture and one that connects to middle/high school.  This is particularly 

important in the Fort Community where Walnut Grove is closer and Fine Arts is close

North Otter let them be kids. don't let them worry about getting dirty. teach them how to get 

hurt without whining or actually getting injured teach them how to get along BE A 

COMMUNITY

Be a school people want to come to - we hear from parents we are known as the 

school that doesn't let kids fall through the cracks. 

DW Poppy Secondary Stable student population >200 students.

Community surrounding the school and support.

Parental involvement.

Program opportunities for students.

Move the Coghlan fundamental program to Wix location and ultimately merging the 

two programs.

Busing considerations for Wix community.  

What happens to Wix families that do not want to be part of the fundamental 

program?

Will Wix families have catchment priority to enrol in the "Wix" fundamental?

Wix-Brown Teachers and community,  A feeling of belonging, Leadership opportunity for grade 

5, 

Both Coghlan and Wix pride themselves in a strong community.

If Wix becomes a Fundamental, do families in the Wix community have access?  If 

they don't want to be at Wix but live in community, where do they go?  Bussing now 

becomes a challenge for all scenarios.



Peterson Road * Adapted leadership opportunities for younger students

* Efficient utilization of additional classrooms - flex space

* Maintaining appropriate levels of staffing 

* Greater focus on Early Education - more resources directed towards early reading 

intervention 

* Adapted clubs - age appropriate 

* Maintain a 'little buddy' system 

* The creation of fun/kid friendly school activities 

* Opportunity to create reading and numeracy cohorts based on skill level for 

targeted teaching opportunities because the additional space will allow for a 

greater sense of movement. 

What other choice programs do parents/kids want in this area? 

Could there be a continuation of Uplands Montessori program at Wix Brown for 

grade 7?

Can we come up with a way to promote all our schools as desirable landing 

destination? 


